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  PRESIDENT MESSAGE 
         April 30, 2021 
 

 This month the UAL shops have completed the movement of employees from HOU to the new 
facility at IAH. A lot of work is still ahead for setting up equipment and work areas. Mike, Gary and I met 
with senior mgmt. about the future headcount and opportunities for additional work. The plan right now 
is to add to 116 and 117 workload and tasks. Since the first move meeting, regarding our Hobby 
Members, UAL has agreed to maintain the separation of the work moved from the Line operation. This, 
just as we have historically done with base check lines 2 & 3. Although some of the management 
participants from those meetings have left there are some who were in attendance when those 
assurances were made. We have a serious issue today with labor relations in that at this time they are 
not willing to memorialize the move as agreed to. There are other programs that such disregard and 
failure to bring agreements to fruition has effect. We are evaluating those today. For the past two 
months we have reached settlement agreements prior to arbitration regarding aircraft movement at the 
outstations, field trip bypass, management performing bargaining unit work and more. Next week 
Angel, Dan and David have another arbitration regarding mgmt. performing hourly work.  
 Last week Arnold and I visited with our WN Flight Simulation members in Dallas. Arnold will be 
representing the group along with the Material Specialist at WN.  
 This year we still have negotiations to conduct for Valiant (in a couple weeks) and Amentum at 
Fort Polk. Standard Parking in Dallas we are looking at early this summer to accomplish the same. I am 
looking forward to working with Frank and each of our groups to reach renewed agreements. 
 Please remember to take advantage of the wellness benefit associated with our members 
AFLAC Accident Insurance. If you have been a Member for over a year the benefit amount is 
$50.00 (first year is $25.00). Next year will be our fifth year for those members, since we started 
the benefit; the amount goes up to $75.00. 
  
 Please keep in your thoughts and prayers; 
Brenda Petty’s (DST Member at Fort Polk) Husband who is ill 
Vincent Rocco and George Miller UAL Members who are ill 
Retired UAL Member David Gitmed who is having health issue’s 
 
 
   
  
 
Thank you and stay Safe!,   

 
Bob Clever - President & Business Manager Local 19 


